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Observation of the plasma channel dynamics and
Coulomb explosion in the interaction of a high-intensity
laser pulse with a He gas jet
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We report the first interferometric observations of the dynamics of
electron–ion cavitation of relativistically self-focused intense 4 TW,
400 fs laser pulse in a He gas jet. The electron density in a channel 1
mm long and 30mm in diameter drops by a factor of approximately 10
from the maximum value of;831019 cm23. A high radial velocity of
the plasma expansion,;3.83108 cm/s, corresponding to an ion energy
of about 300 keV, is observed. The total energy of fast ions is estimated
to be 6% of the laser pulse energy. The high-velocity radial plasma
expulsion is explained by a charge separation due to the strong pon-
deromotive force. This experiment demonstrates a new possibility for
direct transmission of a significant portion of the energy of a laser pulse
to ions. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00824-4#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.20.Hv, 42.65.Jx

A number of proposed applications of ultrahigh-intensity, short laser pulses im
laser guiding for distances much longer than the Rayleigh length. Guiding of intense
pulses in underdense plasmas due to the relativistic self-focusing was first repor
Ref. 1 and then studied in detail in Refs. 2–6. However, the dynamics of plasma ch
at high laser intensities and phenomena associated with its expansion have not ye
addressed. This letter presents new experimental results on the dynamics of the
channel produced by an ultrahigh-intensity, short laser pulse and offers a theo
interpretation for these results.

The experiment was performed using the 10 TW Ti:sapphire–Nd:glass laser s
based on chirped-pulse amplification,7 developed at the Center for Ultrafast Optical S
ence, University of Michigan. The laser operates at the wavelengthl51.053mm and
produces 3-J, 400-fs FWHM pulses with an intensity contrast of 105. The laser beam, 50
mm in diameter, was focused with an off-axis parabolic mirror (f /3.3, f 516.5 cm! to a
10 mm spot with a vacuum intensity 631018 W/cm2. Laser beam was focused in
high-back-pressure~7 MPa! He gas jet expanding through a nozzle 1 mm in diame
828 8280021-3640/97/120828-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The optimal conditions for beam guiding correspond to focusing of the laser on th
edge, with a He atom densitynHe.331019 cm23. The jet thickness was about 1 mm.
two-channel optical setup has been used for simultaneous recording of interferom
and shadow plasma images. The probe beam was split from the main beam, prop
through an adjustable optical delay, and was incident on a plasma in the direction
pendicular to the interaction beam. The plasma was imaged using a single spheric
with angular aperture67° on two cooled 12-bit CCD cameras. The spatial and temp
resolution was 10mm and 400 fs, respectively. For the electron density measuremen
air-wedge shearing interferometer8 was used.

The plasma evolution was investigated in the time interval from22 to 155 ps. As
t50 we take the time of arrival of the maximum laser intensity in the focal planez50.
The first signs of gas ionization were observed att522 ps. This indicates the lase
intensity is above the He ionization threshold,;1015 W/cm2, at that time.9 We observed
a fast gas ionization in the cone of laser convergence, which is 8.6°. It propagates
the laser axis approximately at the speed of light until it reaches the rear side of th
On the time of ionization~from 22 to 13 ps! the front part of interferogram is blurre
because of the fringe motion during the exposure time. The first signatures of p
channel formation~fringe bending on the laser axis! were observed att50 ps. The
channel length increases with subluminal velocity up to 1000mm.

The interferometric and shadow plasma images taken att520 ps are shown in Fig
1 for a laser energy of 1.7 J~4.3 TW!. The local opposite displacement of the interferen
fringes in a narrow axial region in the interferogram indicates a decrease of the
shift in this region and hence a decrease of the electron density. This region is man
in the shadow image by a bright narrow line, which is due to refraction of the probe b
on the high radial electron density gradient. The two-dimensional reconstruction o
electron density profile fort535 ps~assuming the axial symmetry of a plasma! for the
same laser conditions is presented in Fig. 2a. The maximum electron density is 7.631019

cm23 at a radius of.20 mm and the depth of the plasma channel is up to 80–90%.
accuracy of measurement of the channel depth is limited by the Abel inversion proce

The dynamics of electron density profile near the focal plane (z5100 mm! is shown
in Fig. 2b. The electron density gradient at the channel walls reaches the value of 531022

cm24 at a time of 7 ps and remains practically the same out to 55 ps. The evolution o
lineal electron density~number of electrons per unit lengthNe52p*rdrne(r )) at
z5100 mm and the evolution of the mean electron density in the same cross sectio
presented in Fig. 3a. After the initial phase of fast ionization~from 22 to 0 ps! the
number of electrons remains constant~from 0 to 9 ps!, and then ionization starts again. A
the same time the average electron density starts to decrease. These features
agreement with the temporal behavior of the plasma radius atz5100 mm ~shown in Fig.
3b!. It remains approximately the same from 0 to 9 ps then the plasma begins to e
radially with almost constant velocity. If we define the plasma edge as a region whe
electron density equals 531018 cm23 ~17% ionization!, then the expansion velocity
equals 3.83108 cm/s ~curve 1 in Fig. 3b!. The region of higher degree of ionization
1.531019 cm23 ~50% ionization!, expands at a lower velocity;2.53108 cm/s~curve2
in Fig. 3b!.

We attribute the plasma expansion to ionization of the ambient gas by fast
829 829JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 12, 25 Dec. 1997 Sarkisov et al.
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expelled from the channel. Then the expansion of plasma edge~with 17% ionization! can
be related to the propagation of fast ions with an energy of about 300 keV, while
expansion of the main plasma volume~with 50% ionization! corresponds to 130 keV
ions. This assumption of collisional ionization of the gas by fast ions also explain
;10 ps delay time, which is the time needed for fast ions to penetrate throug
laser-ionized plasma volume and reach the ambient gas.~The velocity of the plasma
profile at a given density is lower than the actual ion velocity on account of the radia
expansion and the decrease of the ion flux. However, we neglect this difference in p
paper and, therefore, underestimate the ion energy.!

The channel diameter~Fig. 3b! also changes with time. Up to timet59 ps we do
not observe a significant variation of channel diameterD;10–15mm, which is at the
limit of our spatial resolution. Att.9 ps the channel diameter increases to 25235 mm
at a velocity of about 63107 cm/s.

The initial laser beam channeling can be attributed to the effect of relativistic
focusing of intense laser pulse.1 The critical power for relativistic self-focusing
Pc517nc /ne GW ~wherene is the electron density andnc is the critical density! corre-
sponds under our conditions to 280 GW, which is more than 10 times lower tha
actual laser power. Therefore we speculate that a substantial part of the laser po
trapped in a narrow channel near the laser axis. The amount of trapped power depe

FIG. 1. Interferometric~a! and shadow~b! images of a plasma at time 20 ps after focusing 1.7 J, 4.3 TW la
pulse. The 100mm spatial scale is shown in left corner. The vertical line in the shadow image marks
position of focal plane. Arrows indicate the plasma channel. The horizontal arrow indicates the direction
interaction laser beam.
830 830JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 12, 25 Dec. 1997 Sarkisov et al.
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the focusing conditions and it is about 50% in the present case. This estimate is de
from the measurement of the radial energy distribution in the output plane of the
channel. The actual diameter of the laser channel is probably smaller than the instr
tal resolution and was not measured directly in the experiment.~Below we estimate the

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional electron density distribution,ne(r ,z), at time 30 ps~a!, and the evolution of the radia
electron density profile,ne(r ,t), at the axial positionz5100 mm from the focus~b!.

FIG. 3. a: Temporal evolution of the linear electron density,Ne(t), ~curve1! and the mean electron density~2!
in the cross section located atz5100 mm from the focal plane. b: Temporal evolution of the plasma radius
z5100 mm for thene5531018 cm23 ~1! and 1.531019 cm23 ~2!, and the temporal evolution of the plasm
channel diameter~3!.
831 831JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 12, 25 Dec. 1997 Sarkisov et al.
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channel radius asr 0'3mm by relating it to the fast ion energy.! The rest of laser powe
is not trapped and ionizes gas in the laser convergence cone. The measured initia
ionized plasma radius in the focal plane isr p.40 mm.

The laser pulse exerts a radial ponderomotive force on electrons, expels them
the axis, and forms an electron channel. Its depth,dne /ne5le

2¹ r
2A11a2/2, is about 10%

for a laser channel radiusr 0'3mm and a2'5. This formula follows from Poisson’s
equation and the balance between the electrostatic and ponderomotive potentials
le5c/vp is the electron inertia length,vp is the electron plasma frequency, an
a50.8531029l@mm#AI @W/cm2# is the dimensionless laser field vector potential in
channel. The ions do not have time to move during the passage of the laser pulse a
electrons return to their original position when the pulse ends. However, the laser
supports the electron channel and because of that loses its energy for ion accele
Then the ions in the wakee of the laser pulse acquire a kinetic energy and begin to
in radial direction. This effect, known as ’’Coulomb explosion,’’10 has been discussed a
a mechanism of plasma channel formation.4,5

For a relatively short laser pulse,t,r 0 /ui;1 ps, the velocity acquired an ion~with
the massM ) from the laser pulse can be estimated asui5(Z/M )mc2¹ r*dtA11a2/2.
Then one finds the ion kinetic energy

e i5
Z2

2M
m2c4S ¹ rE dtA11

a2

2 D 2

, ~1!

and the corresponding pulse energy loss per unit length,dE/dz.22p*rdrnie i . Accord-
ing to the observations there is a characteristic maximum ion energy;300 keV. Formula
~1! also predicts the high-energy cutoff. For estimates we assume a Gaussian pulse
in time and over the radius,I 5I maxexp(2t2/t22r2/r0

2), with t.240 fs. Then to accom-
modate the maximum ion energy of 300 keV with 50% laser energy trapping in
channel, the laser channel radius in Eq.~1! has to ber 0.3mm, which determines the
maximum laser intensity,I max;8.331018 W/cm2. These estimates of the channel radi
and laser intensity qualitatively agree with the theory of relativistic self-focusing Re
and 11. The group of fast;300 keV ions is responsible for the preionization of ambie
gas~cf. Fig. 3b, curve1!. Equation~1! predicts a rather wide energy spectrum of the io
with mean energy of;130 keV. These ions are initially concentrated in a cylinder
radiusR;5 mm and then begin to expand radially. These ions are responsible fo
bulk of the ionization of the ambient gas~50%, cf. Fig. 3b, curve2!. The characteristic
energy deposited into these ions isdE/dz; 0.5 J/cm, which constitutes about 6% of th
laser pulse energy trapped in a channel 1 mm in length.

There are also relatively low-energy ions~about 10 keV! expelled from a larger
radius,r ch'15 mm, which are responsible for the slow dynamics of the plasma chan
They are accelerated by the low-intensity wings of the untrapped part of the laser
According to Eq.~1!, the intensity required for acceleration of these ions is below 118

W/cm2.

This regime of plasma channel formation due to the ion acceleration~‘‘Coulomb
explosion’’ according to the terminology of Ref. 10! is completely different from the
mechanism of plasma thermal heating and electron-impact ionization. In the latter
832 832JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 12, 25 Dec. 1997 Sarkisov et al.
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plasma expands with the ion acoustic velocity.2 The electron temperatureTe can be
estimated as about 100 eV, according the measurements of Ref. 5 for conditions s
to the present experiment. Therefore the ion acoustic velocitycs5AZTe /M;73106

cm/s in our experiment is less than one-tenth of the ion expansion velocity. We
disagree with the conclusion of Ref. 5 that the plasma expands at the ion ac
velocity, since the conditions of that experiment are similar to ours.

Initially the accelerated ions propagate through a plasma (R,r p;40 mm! and can-
not be seen with our diagnostic tools. After a delay timetd5r p /ui;10 ps they penetrate
into the neutral gas (r .r p) and begin to ionize it. Although the ionization consumes
negligible part of ion energy, it proceeds very efficiently because the fast ion velo
ui;(2 –4)3108 cm/s, is comparable to the velocity of bound electrons in the hel
atom. These conditions correspond to the maximum of the ionization cross-se
s i;3310216 cm2 ~Ref. 13!. It is about an order of magnitude larger than the cro
section of He ionization due to electron collisions.

The electron density at the radiusr behind the group of fast ions can be estimated
ne'nHe

2 r 0
2s i /r . This corresponds to about 10% ionization atr;100 mm. The degree of

preionization decreases withr as the fast ion flux decreases. The 100 eV electrons
accompany fast ions can also contribute to the gas ionization at a level of a few pe
According the same formula, the main~130 keV! ions that penetrate into the preionize
gas somewhat later produce three times higher ionization at the same distance. Th
may expect about 50% ionization forr;100 mm, in agreement with experimental re
sults. The total number of the electrons behind the ion front increases linearly with
while the average electron density is inversely proportional tot. All these qualitative
relations as well as the number of the electrons agree with data shown in Fig. 3a.

In conclusion, the temporal evolution of the plasma channel created due t
relativistic self-focusing of a 4 TW, 400 fs laser pulse has been observed for the first t
using the interferometric technique with high spatial and temporal resolution. By c
parison of the experimental data with theoretical estimates we demonstrate that the
nel evolution is dominated by the Coulomb explosion effect, with the subsequent
etration of high-energy ions into the ambient neutral gas. This experiment reveals
efficient mechanism of direct deposition of the laser energy into the high-energy
(;6% for our conditions!, which can play a fundamental role in the absorption sh
high-intensity laser pulses. We estimate the fast ion energy as;300 keV or 80 keV/
nucleon, which is comparable to that observed in a solid-target experiment.14
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